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Welcome

Welcome to ‘The beginner’s guide to ACC for medical 

specialists’ webinar

Dr Peter  Burt

Emma O’Loughlin

Kylie Brown

Hamish Johnson

Please put your questions in 

the Q&A and we will answer 

them as we go, or at the end 

of the presentation 

Click on the survey link in 

the Q&A and share your 

feedback for today’s 

webinar

Download this webinar and 

slide deck

People Questions Feedback Download
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This session is being recorded
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About ACC 

CHAPTER ONE



What is ACC?
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we are a Crown entity

we provide no-fault personal injury cover

for New Zealanders and our visitors

as set out in the Accident Compensation 

Act 2001 (AC Act)

About ACC (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/about-us/


What do we do?
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We create a unique partnership with every 

New Zealander, improving their quality of 

life by minimising the incidence and impact 

of injury.

What We Do (acc.co.nz)

Preventing injury (acc.co.nz)

We help reduce the impact of injuries by:

contributing towards treatment

compensating people who can’t work

educating people on injury prevention

working with communities to improve 

health literacy

https://www.acc.co.nz/about-us/who-we-are/what-we-do/
https://www.acc.co.nz/preventing-injury/


How are we funded?
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We’re funded by all New Zealanders 

through different levies for motorists, 

workers, and business owners. 

The Government pays for non-earners, 

including visitors. 

We re-invest money collected by levies to 

pay for future costs of the scheme.

Our levies (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/about-us/our-levies/


Cover & Causation

CHAPTER TWO



What is cover?
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Cover means:

the claim meets the criteria set out in 

legislation

if it does, we’ll contribute to or fully fund 

the treatment and support needed by 

our clients.



Cover – what we can cover
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We provide cover for personal injuries:

physical injuries caused by an accident

mental injuries caused by physical 

injuries, traumatic events at work or 

criminal acts – for example sexual 

assault

gradual process diseases or infections 

relating to work or work environments

Understanding claims and cover (acc.co.nz)

Maternal birth injuries (acc.co.nz)

treatment injuries – caused by a 

registered health practitioner during the 

course of treatment

maternal birth injuries (Oct 2022).

https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/lodging-claims/understanding-claims-and-cover/
https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/maternal-birth-injuries/


Cover – what we can’t cover
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most hernias

stress & bullying

Internal force (ex MBI) 

The legislation excludes:

medical conditions, diseases, sickness, 

preexisting conditions

conditions related to ageing

injuries that happen over time unless an 

activity at work is causing it

Understanding claims and cover (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/lodging-claims/understanding-claims-and-cover/


Cover – what is an injury?
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an injury has evidence of physical 

damage.

clinically significant behavioural, 

cognitive or psychological dysfunction 

(mental injury).

symptoms alone - pain, numbness, 

weakness.

Understanding claims and cover (acc.co.nz)

Understanding complex cover (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/lodging-claims/understanding-claims-and-cover/
https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/lodging-claims/understanding-complex-cover/


Cover – what is an accident?
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An event, or series of events*, that involves:

an application of a force external to the 

body (including gravity)

a sudden movement of the body to avoid 

a force (including gravity)

a twisting movement.

*A series of events over a set period of time

can cause a one-off physical injury.

Understanding claims and cover (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/lodging-claims/understanding-claims-and-cover/


Cover – causation
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We need to be confident it’s more likely 

than not the person’s injury was caused 

by their accident.

The link between the injured person's 

personal injury and the accident is 

known as causation.

Sometimes the initial symptoms of 

a condition coincide with an accident event, 

however correlation is not causation.



How to deliver services

CHAPTER THREE



Delivering services by contract 
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✓ Clinical Services

• referred-in service

• assessments

• procedures

✓ Elective Surgery

• hospital-based surgical treatment

• package of care

• named providers
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Under Cost of Treatment Regulations 

The legislation sets out how much we 

can contribute towards treatment 

✓ Cost of Treatment Regulations

• assessments

• client co-payments

https://www.acc.co.nz/assets/provider/acc1519-registered-specialists-

costs-april2023.docx
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✓ referred to you

✓ initial assessment:

• History & examination

• Diagnosis

• Investigations

• Education

• Treatment plan & causation

✓ clinical notes

Working with your patient

✓ Some possible next steps

• discharge

• second opinion

• non-surgical treatment

• surgery request



ARTPs 

CHAPTER THREE



Assessment Report & Treatment Plan 
(ARTP)
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Specialist

Elective 

surgery 

supplier 

(Hospital)

ACC

Journey of an ARTP

ARTP Template (www.acc.co.nz)

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.acc.co.nz%2Fassets%2Fprovider%2Fartp-template.doc&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK


ARTP form
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✓ history (mechanism of injury)

✓ causal link

✓ pre-existing factors

✓ diagnostic tests & imaging

✓ referral

✓ prognosis

ARTP Template (www.acc.co.nz)

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.acc.co.nz%2Fassets%2Fprovider%2Fartp-template.doc&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK


Some further notes on ARTP’s
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H1 – Clinically urgent

H2 – Home help

H3 – Weekly compensation

H4 – Risk of losing employment

✓ priority – High (H1-H4) and Routine

✓ common issues 

✓ timeframes

✓ declines



Supporting recovery at work 

CHAPTER THREE
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Work is generally good for physical and 

mental health and wellbeing

Valuable rehabilitation

Maintain income and overall confidence

Why recover at work?

Recovery is optimised when we all work 

together in the best interests of the 

patient and support a safe and effective 

recovery at work as part of the 

rehabilitation process.
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Most employers are happy to discuss 

alternative duties or reduced hours for their 

employee.

We have resources for injured people to 

help them have a conversation with their 

employer. 

Recovery at Work
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We can help your patient to recover safely 

at work with:

rehabilitation programmes

specialised equipment and technology

transport to and from work

occupational workstation assessments

functional assessments

vocational medical services.

Recovery at Work – supporting our clients



Medical Certification 

CHAPTER SIX
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Completing an assessment of their capacity 

to work plays a key role in helping your 

patient to recover at work and return to their 

everyday activities as soon as possible.

Certification – your role 
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Ability

what your patient can safely do - both 

cognitively and physically

diagnosis, treatment, & rehabilitation 

recommendations and prognosis, if 

appropriate

Tolerance

adjustments to your patient’s work such 

as hours, travel, tasks, and environment

key dates

Certification – assessing your patient 

Risk

what your patient must not do – to 

keep them or others safe

what may constitute a risk to your 

patient, for example, certain 

activities or situations

reduce risk through changes to 

work hours or tasks, the 

environment, equipment or breaks
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Fit for selected work

Fully unfit

Fully fit

Issuing the correct medical certificate  for 

your patient’s injury plays an important role 

in their recovery.

Certification – getting it right 



Responsibilities  

CHAPTER SEVEN



Cultural Safety
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introduced April 2023

weaves together te ao Māori and non-Māori 

worldviews, knowledge and practices

supports providers to deliver culturally safe 

care to our kiritaki (clients) and whānau.

Kawa Whakaruruhau – ACCs Cultural Safety Policy



Cultural Safety and you 

Te Whānau Māori me ō mahi 

competency guidance

aligns with sector - Medical 

Council and RACS 

Cultural Safety and competencies (Cultural safety and 

competencies acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/provide-services/cultural-safety-and-competencies/
https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/provide-services/cultural-safety-and-competencies/


Questions/Pātai?

Q&A 



Resources  

CHAPTER SEVEN



Resources for you
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Getting started with ACC (acc.co.nz)

Online learning modules (acc.co.nz)

https://www.acc.co.nz/getting-started
https://learning.acc.co.nz/login/index.php


Contact us
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Secondary & Tertiary Services Portfolio:

Elective.services@acc.co.nz 

ProviderHelp:

Call 0800 222 070

providerhelp@acc.co.nz

Suggestions & feedback: 

Contact Provider Education Lead–

Provider.Education@acc.co.nz 

Contact our provider relationship team

mailto:providerhelp@acc.co.nz
https://www.acc.co.nz/for-providers/provide-services/contact-our-relationship-team/
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